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Product Applied in 
Different Industries



ULTITEC 2000 won the Taiwan CDC 

(centers for disease control, R.O.C.) 

bidding in 2015 & 2017 by:

◆ Product meets government’s 

bidding requirement.

Furthermore, it exceeds WHO 

Ebola prevention standard and 

EN 14126 test result better than 

D-brand.

◆ The premium microporous film 

offers outstanding barrier for 

contamination control.

ULTITEC 2000 won CDC bidding in Taiwan!



ULTITEC 3000T applied in Rayong Oil Spill Cleaning  

ULTITEC 3000T applied in Rayong Oil 

Spill Cleaning in the Gulf of Thailand 

in 2013:

◆ The premium microporous film 

offers great protection against oil.

◆ Combining liquid-proof fabric 

with sealed taped seam ensures 

tight protection.

◆ The fabric allows water-vapour

transmission, which offers 

breathability to keep the wearer 

comfortable.
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ULTTIEC 4000 applied for famous oil company

ULTITEC 4000 applied in oil 

company:

◆ Fully liquid-proof coverall 

provides effective shield against 

various chemicals, liquid jets, 

and leaking fuel.

◆ULTITEC 4000 successfully 

replaced D-brand for its good 

quality assurance and optimum 

protection.



ULTITEC 2000 applied for bird flu prevention

ULTITEC 2000 applied for bird flu 

prevention work in Taiwan:

◆ULTITEC 2000 is recommended for 

protective clothing for Avian 

influenza(bird flu) workers due to 

the fact meeting EN14126 

(Protection against biological 

hazards and infective agents)

◆ULTITEC 2000 exceed both option 

1 and option 2 recommendation 

by WHO outbreak guideline.



ULTITEC 1000L applied for asbestos removal

ULTITEC 1000L applied for asbestos 

removal: 

◆ ULTITEC 1000L is recommended for 

protective clothing for asbestos 

removal due to the fact meeting 

Type 5. 

◆ The fabric filters resist 99.8% of 

particles of size 0.5-1 µm.

◆ The SMS fabric is highly breathable 

which prevent workers from heat 

exhaustion and is suitable for long 

period working.



ULTITEC Respond 
to Market’s 

Special Needs 



ULTITEC 2000N applied in Japanese steel factories!

ULTITEC 2000N won the contract of 

Japanese steel factories by:

◆ULTITEC 2000N, ultra-high breathable 

protective coverall is designed to work 

in warm working environment like steel 

factory. It also successfully win the 

tender from market leader brand.

◆ULTITEC work closely with local partner 

to respond the workers need to develop 

market favorable products.



ULTITEC 2000NH applied for falling protection 

ULTITEC 2000 NH special customized design for 

falling protection:

◆ULTITEC provides corresponding marketing 

assistance, for example flyer and DM.

◆ULTITEC 2000NH is integrated with harness, 

workable with falling protection inside 

garment.

◆ The elasticated tube at back side prevents 

harness from contaminated, effectively 

reduce the laundry cost.

Elasticated tube at 
back side for harness

Chest holes
with cover



ULTITEC 3000T applied in pesticides protection 

ULTITEC 3000T won Taiwanese 

Agriculture department tender in 

2017 by:

◆Meets DIN 32781 for protective 

suits against pesticides for 

agriculture workers.

◆ Customized design meets 

workers demand, enables for 

wearers comfort.

◆ULTITEC offers training to make 

sure wearers correctly donning 

and doffing.



Act without fear!


